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Conditions 
Distance 

• • stlmatlon 
. is farther than 100 yards, the ne"'t 100 

How to esttm"!-te unknown, yards would appear to be about half 
unpaceable dIstance of a football field . The next 100 yards 
very accurately . about 114 of a football field and so on. 

If you want a more accurate esti
mation you might pace it on. My nor· 
mal xtriae is about one yard, but I am 
larger than most people. 

By Lenny Hoover 

I Na survival situation it can often 
be very important for a person to 

be able to measure distance. 
Some people, when measuring dis

tance for hunting purposes, may im
agine a football field between them· 
selves and their quarry. If the distance 

PO!NT A 

Land navigators often count a pace 
only when their left or right foot hits 
the earth. This would give you an 
effective pace of six feet or two yards. 
Count how many "long" paces you 
have and multiply by two, or six (in 
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my case), depending on which meas
urement you wish - feet or yards. 

Really advanced land navigators can 
measure distance by time eiapseci. For 
example I know tha: at a CE!'tain pace 
I ca,."1 cover so many miles or kilom
ete!"S per hour. I simply have to look 
at a watch to tell how much distance 
I have covered. This is a very good 
way to m easure distance because it 
can be made to allow for varying ter· 
rain and you can look at a map, study 
terrain difficulty and project Estimated 
Time of Arrivals. Others can by keep· 
ing track of how long you have been 
gone plot or chart on a map where 
you are at any given time. 

All this is fme but what do you do 
if you need to know how far a distance 
is and you cannot walk across it and 
you do not have a map or surveying 
instnunents? 

This happens all too frequently. Ex
amples might include, how much rope 
do I need to string a three·rope bridge 
across a small canyon? How far must 
I swim to get aoross this part of the 
Mississippi River? Or this is the 5th 
time I have seen that deer across this 
gorge. How far would that shot be ne,,'t 
Friday when hunting season opens? In 
all three examples you cannot actu
ally walk across the distance you are 
trying to estimate. 
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A diagram of the Three-Stick Method ' of distance estimation 
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An instructor of mine once taught 
me a method to estimate unkno\\-"1l, 
unoaceaoie distance verv accurately. 
Tn1s iellow named Vlill ~ told me he 
had learned this method from the 
Kalahari Bushmen of Southern Africa. 
Since I have caught Will in an exag· 
geration or two let us just believe that 
he learned it in a high school or col· 
lege geometry class. The method is 
called the three·stick method of dis· 
tance estimation and you do not have 
to go to school or Africa to learn it. 
Here is how it's done. 

Let us say that you have seen a deer 
almost every morning across a wide 
canyon. You want to shoot him come 
hunting season. You are standing in 
a place that provides a rest and can· 
cealment for the shot with a good' view 
of where the deer always appears. You 
can, with some effort, cross the canyon 
and get the deer if you shoot him but 
how far is the shot? Open air is tough 
to estimate using the football field 
method described earlier. 

Let us call the spot on the opposite 
canyon wall point A. The spot from 
which you want to shoot from is point 
B. Collect three sticks or any other 
item that you can see at some dis
tance. From point B (the spot you wish 

to shoot from) walk at a gO.degree 
angle from the line between point B 
and point A. How far? It really does 
not matter but I use the distance that 
I had estimated the shot to be in the 
fust place, or the estimated distance 
between point A and B. 

After walking this distance at a 
gO·degree angle, place your first stick 
or marker. This is stick 1. In the same 
direction as you were walking pace off 
the same distance that you just step· 
ped off between point B and stick 1. 
After pacing it off place stick 2 there. 
Remember that the two line segments 
that you just paced off should form a 
straight line and the line should be 
at a gO·degree angle to the imaginary 
line from the shooting spot (B) to the 
buck (A). 

After placing stick 2, once again 
start walking at a gO· degree angle in 
a straight line this time away from the 
canyon or whatever obstacle you. are 
trying to measure. How far? This is 
the key! Walk until you are in a direct 
line with Stick 1 and point A (the 
place you spotted the buck). When point 
A, stick 1 and yourself are all lined 
up, place stick 3 there. Now pace from 
stick 3 back to stick 2. The distance 
you arrive at will be the same distance 

as the shot you "ill have to make 
across the canyon. 

Obviousiy this system has its faults. 
Thick cover, side canyons, etc., can 
all hamper your pacing. Still it is 
.... ery accuratE: and based on sound 
geometric J?rinciples. ):ou can use it 
to measure a small creek or the Grand 
Canyon. 

This distance estimation system if 
done precisely can give you extremely 
long distances. Remember that you can 
make the base leg distances anything 
you want as long as they are the same 
and at a gO.degree angle to the A to 
B line. The base leg distances are B 
tolandlto2. 

A longer base leg distance makes it 
easier to come up with more accurate 
distance estimations. This formula, 
once practiced (say in a parking lot) 
across short distances, can easily be 
committed to memory and due to its 
simplicity, never forgotten. 

As always, it is important to reo 
member knowledge, not equipment or 
money, is the most important single 
ingredient in your continued survival 
and well being. The mind is your most 
important and in many cases your 
only survival tool. Keep it honed and 
sharp! " 

. Israeli Simplex 4 Gas Masks ~//)~;f!( 
No Longer A Steal, But Still The Best Deal J / 

The Israeli masks feature coverage of all battlefield agents with a suspension system that allows children as well as ad~earthe same mask. 
The mask has the ability to Quickly and easily change filters while wearing the mask.. The US M·17 A 1 mask on the other hand has 4 different sizes. 
tochange filters requires the user to take the mask off & 3·5 minutes to change filters that have a 4 year life span. Why pay $70.00 or more for a US 
M·17 A 1 mask when a S8.00 mask oHers better features? 

Israeli Simplex 4 Gas Mask Nuclear, Biological & Chemical 
rated. Used by Israeli Military Forces. 1 size fits all due to an 
excellent suspension system; complete with filter,sealed 
in original wrap. My competitors sell these masks from 
512.95 to 529.95. Why pay more? 
57.95 or 2 for 515.00 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 

S10.00 minImum oldel. CASHIERS CHECKS & MONEY ORDERS Qel hrst auenhon. 
PERSONAL. & COMPANY CHECKS H ELD UNTIL.CHECK CLEARS BANK (mInimum 1': 
Danlt .... orltlno days.noexceellonsl. MASTER CHARGE ... VISAacceeled. tlc~cItCloefli . 
elll'ler mercnanOlse or relund ClompUy senl. No COO Cfoer=: acceeled. See Inl! snipelno. 
nandhno '" Insurance enan lor II'le COllect amouf'lt 10 sef'lo .... ,Ih your oroef. 

Israeli Simplex 4 Filters Current Contract /Current Issue 
replacement filters. The filter features a metal outer body with 

male fitting which allows a quick & easy filter change 
while wearig the mask.. A lot of dealers sell the mask 
but do not sell replacement filters. We do bolh at a 
low price. 
56.50 or 2 for 512.00 

.-- SPECIAL DEAL 
1 mask complete with an extra filter 513.25 

-SHIPPING. INSURANCE & HANDLING CHART 
Oroeta trom S'lO to S2S aod $3.00 

S25 10 5 40 add 4.00 
$.40105 70 aco 4.75 
57010 5100aod 5.75 
5100 105175 aoo 6.50 

--Orders over S, 75 senl post paId in Continental U.S. 
P.O. 30x Users Add 52.00 \0 aoove enan 
APO & FPO Users add 52.50 \0 aoove cnart 

CANADIAN. ALASKAN & HAWAIIAN ORDERS AOD 300Al of total order for shipoing. If soecifi::: shicoinp costs exceed this am~un: you will 
be notified. Shipping overage will be refunoed. ALL M::::;;CHANDIS:::: IS 'OO°tb GUARANT=cD. 10 d~y return .p?Ii=:'" ~e~n2.ndISe mus: be 
i ~ the same ~~~!!:c~ .. ., Y'I'2S 5e!"!! C~'! . C!.!~c:ner ::ays re::.:rr. =-'::S-..2.~e unless 2:1 ei.::: ..... as ;;-;c;.::e m :~g 0;''1::-:0. : C;Ug;. 

SEND ORDERS 7 0: 
Sien"c Supply. P.C. SO;;: 1380 • Du rango: Colorac o 81302 .. ~in;: (303) 259-1 S22 Dep~. ASG 

Send $1.00 for 1989 CSIBIOg 
full of great de!!1s & merchandise Snop, Compare 8:. Save at Sierra Supply 


